
STA Channel Displacement Request:

Low Power TV station WAUR-LD Ottawa, IL, commenced initial program test operations
on Channel 29 in late November 2016 with its current facilities authorized in FCC File
No. BMPDTL-20131219AFH.  See also license File No. 0000018958, granted
December 8, 2016.

In December 2016, shortly after commencing program test operations on CH29, WAUR
was contacted by representatives of WMAQ-TV Chicago, IL, licensed to operate on
CH29.

WAUR was told that it appeared that WAUR operations may be causing interference to
co-channel WMAQ-TV licensed operations. As shown by the attached exhibits, the
parties cooperated in investigating the interference claims

WAUR-LD is now silent while working to resolve the interference issues.

Section 74.787(a)(4) of the Commission’s rules states in relevant part that a digital low
power television causing or receiving interference to or from an authorized TV
broadcast station, DTV station or other protected station or service, may at any time file
a displacement relief application for change in channel.

While, without question, WAUR-LD satisfies the requirements of this displacement rule
and is eligible to file a displacement application, the Commission currently has a filing
freeze on the type of channel change application needed to resolve the interference
issue.

WAUR-LD commenced operations as authorized by its broadcast construction permit.
Actual interference between WAUR-LD and WMAQ-TV has only recently come to the
parties’ attention.  The application filing freeze is beyond WAUR-LD’s control and is
hindering the Commission’s express finding and direction through Section 74.787 of its
rules that it is in the public interest to accommodate and facilitate a digital LPTV station
in resolving actual interference caused to a DTV station.

With the instant application, WAUR-LD requests that the Commission waive the
application filing freeze and treat this STA request as a displacement minor change
application pursuant to Section 74.787(a)(4) and in the meantime grant an interim STA
for WAUR-LD to operate on displacement CH18.

The attached engineering demonstrates that the proposed CH18 operation satisfies all
relevant LPTV engineering rules.

This application is in the public interest in order that WAUR-LD may resolve interference
to a DTV station, may resume operation on CH18 and may serve its listeners with an
important source of information and entertainment.


